Advantages of picosecond lasers

Scribing of a-Si thin-film solar cells with Atlantic laser

CIGS thin-film solar cell scribing with Atlantic laser
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Atlantic also offers a UV wavelength option that





lowers the ablation threshold of many materials.
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reducing the thermal stress of the workpiece.
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thin-film layers in ZnO/a-Si/ZnO/glass solar cells. The
laser beam was focused through the glass substrate to
the solar cells layers as shown in picture below.
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scribed in the films, and the phase transition of CIGS
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to metallic state close to the ablation area due to the
thermal effect. Both effects create shunts in the photoelectric device and reduce its conversion efficiency.
Thermal degradation of the CIGS solar cells starts at

Fig 2. Solar-cell interconnect formed by laser

temperatures above 350 °C. The processing without
damage is possible with ultra‑short-pulse lasers.

Slots cut in the Invar mask for OLED & LCD with
the PL10100 laser: 266 nm, 100 kHz, 0.35 W;
thickness 34 μm; cutting speed 5 mm/s
The round and hexagonal parts cut out from
the LCD filter glass with thickness of 0.3 mm using
the PL10100 laser radiation at 266 nm

Glass structuring

P1, 1064 nm, 0.8 W, 100 kHz, 800mm/s
Silicon cutting

P2, 532 nm, 200 mW, 100 kHz, 900mm/s

P3, 532 nm, 400 mW, 100 kHz, 900mm/s

Fig. 1. Laser back side scribing of Thin-film Solar cells with Atlantic laser

The laser radiation was coupled at the corresponding

formation. Smoothening of the scribe edges can be

interface between layers depending on wavelength of

achieved by optimization of the beam profile and spot

laser radiation resulting in clean removal of adjusted

overlap.

Fig. 3. SEM pictures of P3 scribes in ZnO/GIGS/Mo/PI thin-film solar cells made by picosecond laser Atlantic.
Process parameters for 355 nm: 75 mW, 300 mm/s, 1 scan
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